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“Convert, convert, convert”: 
A Note on the Shared Aesthetic Imperative of 
Henry James and Wallace Stevens
ROSS POSNOCK
Wallace Stevens found “precious” Henry James’s sentence that “ ‘to live 
in the world of creation—to get into it and stay in it . . . that is the only 
thing’ ” (L 506). Stevens’ explicit avowal of affinity here ratifies my long 
abiding sense of their profound consanguinity, which I would broadly de-
scribe as their radical reorientation of the relation of art and life, what 
Stevens terms “the imagination-reality complex” (L 792). Conventional 
understanding opposes these terms; indeed, an inveterate American reflex 
is to look through art and artifice to the (alleged) real, as if the two were 
neatly separable and antithetical. “The Real,” however elusive, always has 
pride of place, while art is invariably suspect. Such is the shadow upon art 
that “Protestant communities” cast, as James notes in “The Art of Fiction” 
(LC 1 47).
James and Stevens, on the other hand, contest this residue of Puritan 
asceticism. “Mere actuality,” in James’s phrase (Autobiography 149), is just 
that, “mere” rather than definitive. “[I]n the world of actuality . . . one 
is always living a little out of it” (L 505–6), as Stevens says (introducing 
the James quotation to José Rodríguez Feo), and what creates this space 
apart is the “imagination pressing back against the pressure of reality” 
(CPP 665), a commitment to counter-pressure that the poet shares with 
James. For James, this counteraction, this “violence from within,” in Ste-
vens’ phrase, is a passion to “convert,” an activity that reigned as the very 
watchword of his philosopher father’s teaching. As the novelist tells us 
in his autobiography, conversion had no object or end save the value of 
the process itself. The two sworn enemies of the converting process in the 
James household were the monadic—“the idol of self-sufficiency”—and 
the “literal”—that which failed to encourage “ambiguity of view and mea-
sure.” The “literal” “played in our education as small a part as it perhaps 
played in any” (Autobiography 123–24).
“Convert” appears in a famous passage in “The Art of Fiction”: “when 
the mind is imaginative . . . it converts the very pulses of the air into revela-
tions” (LC 1 52), which is perhaps the most Stevensian passage in James’s 
writings on aesthetic matters. That for Stevens “the motive for metaphor” 
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is at one with “desiring the exhilarations of changes” and a shrinking from 
the inert static literal—the “weight of primary noon” (CPP 257)—reminds 
us, in shorthand form, of how devoted Stevens is to precisely what in-
spires James—the aesthetic not as escape but as “august activity” (CPP 
471) itself—the power of transition, conversion, revision. Though not liter-
ally a part of the James family and its “queer, educative air” (Autobiogra-
phy 124), Stevens, I think, imbibed some of its most fertile lessons.
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